
elicit a lively and worthwhile discussion. Even when those 
listening to the seminar do not understand the subject under dis- • 
cussion, they are often able to give valuable criticism regarding 
the_general scholarly principles underlying the paper as well as 
a~vi~e on_ matters of style. A faculty member interested in pub
lishing his paper learns to take seriously the criticism of his 
colleagues after hearing the same objections from editors to 
whom he has submitted his manuscript. As a result of this 

active ~1Le 

Kept by MRS. LUCILLE DUGGAN 
Richfield Senior High School 

To consider all of the assignments that are made throughout 

p~tte~, nearly ~11 papers are now revised following suggestions 
given in the seminars. 

I1:1 ?ur meetin~ room, we always have coffee available and try 
to eliminate routine announcements and mechanical details of 
departmental business, though the elimination of such details 
necessitate: eternal v_igilance. Very early in our experience we 
became convinced that several advantages have resulted from our 
se~inar tradition. First, it has encouraged a level of scholar
ship remarka~ly advan~e~over what-we had in previous years with 
the preparation of ongmal papers, reviews of books and journals, 
an~ exposure to unfamiliar areas of study. Secondly, we have 
gamed greate: ~war~mess of broader currents of thought on campus 
from the participation of faculty outside our department. Third
~Y, we ~av7 effected the transfer of scholarly techniques, crit
ical princ~ples~ and knowledge from the presentation of speakers 

f the land on any one day would be as staggering and as useless a 
task as to contemplate how many angels can dance on the head of a 
pin. A more profitable pursuit has been to distinguish the essen-

1 
tial elements of successful assignments. Teachers are aware of 
these. For instance, a good assignment must have value for the 
students. The teacher must believe that it can bring about de-

at the seminar into our own research and teaching. Fourthly, 
we have found practical solutions to teaching problems or uncer
ta~nties connected with experimental programs. Fifthly, we have 
gamed greater understanding of our colleagues' studies and 
greater respect for each other's scholarship, Le., greater 
morale or esprit d' ccitps. An_d finally, we are subjecting our
selves to the same kind of discipline and the same kind of crit
icism to which we subject our students. How better can we learn 
to teach them to write, to be critical to concern themselves 
with things that matter than by practi~ing ourselves what we 
teach? 

Professors Harrington and Suderman described their department 

seminar at the annual conference of the MCTE in Rochester in 

1968. 
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, sired leharning.Thit mayhbuild upon fonner learn~ngs and w~l~ lead 
on tooters. e teac er plans carefully, trying to anticipate 
problems students may encounter as they work. He presents the 
assignment clearly. He evaluates its success. Hopefully, some
where in this process his imagination sparks, he creates, and the 
assignment becomes an interesting or challenging one he can pre
sent with enthusiasm. Through study and experience teachers come 
to know many elements of a good assignment, yet the creation of 
such an assignment can be difficult and frustrating. 

l 
I 
f 
j 

A report of an interesting, imaginative assignment has been 
received by the editors of ME J. This was tried at the Institute 
of Agriculture at the UniversI'ty of Minnesota in a multi-section 
course in English composition under the direction of Ray Lynn 
Anderson (Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1968), now Assistant 
Professor of Rhetoric at the University of Pittsburgh. The pur
pose of the course was to improve student writing through know
ledge and use of rhetorical principles. 

The first assignment of the course stressed the selection of a 
thesis statement and the development and organization of a para
graph. The student was given the following one-page statement of 
the assignment. • 

You are to write a one-paragraph (200 to 300 word) letter 
to the editor. The letter may be designed to register 
public protest (e.g., "The exit from Interstate 94 onto 12th 
St. in St. Paul is poorly designed") or refute previous 
letters (e.g., "I am disappointed in the report of a young 
man's senseless destruction of 165 harmless, beneficial garter 
snakes"), etc. 

Your letter should develop only one persuasive thesis. 
The thesis statement should be specific (e.g., "I agree 100 
percent with those who wrote regarding the half-time 'concert' 
given by the University of Minnesota marching band"). 

This assignment -assumes that persuasion ·is cumulative; 
that is, it develops through what might be called a process of 
addition. Typically, the writer introduces a topic (persuasive 
thesis) and then adds comments about it, which extend 
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throughout the manuscript. The comments about the thesis 
should develop and prove it to be true. Hence, care in 
paragraph development is the key to writing an effective 
letter to the editor. If the topic sentence is stated at 
the start of th 7 paragraph, persuasion (and paragraph) 
develops by moving outward from the thesis. If the topic 
sentence is withheld until the end of the paragraph, 
development of the persuasion moves toward it. 

Reviewed by TOM WAL TON, John F. Kennedy Elementary School, 

THE WILD HEART 
by Helen Griffiths 

Ely 

Pro?£ for· the thesis statement may be of any type. You The door is not open; it can be pushed open, however. What 

m~y wish to develop by comparison, exemplification, narra- I lies behind its solid surface? No single glance or first encoun-
tion, e~c. Alth?ugh this assignment does not emphasize .. terwill tell completely. Sometimes,' someone else must call atten-
supporting materials (proof), your instructor will insist 1

i-• tion to all that lies exposed when the door first swings away. 
th at th e comments in_ support of the thesis are relevant and , .: Books are like this. One such book is Helen Griffiths' The Wild 
consistent. 'Heart (Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1963). In her book, she ha:s-

~o de~ail of the form used in an effective letter to the •, offered teacher and student an opportunity to push open a door to 
editor is sacred, but here are twosuggestions to keep in mind: I a learnin~ experience together. 

1) The letter t? the editor should be relatively short. A The Wild Heart is not a book-to be read alone; it contains 
newspaper editor normally anticipates short and terse j impact that n~to be explored, shared, questioned, explained. 
comments from his readers and selects letters to be It is the story of a horse; but more, it is the story of struggle, 
printed partly on these grounds. d 

2) The salutation and ending of the letter should be of hope, of an encounter with reality that can, and does, en 
follows. as only in compromise that defies a better solution. This is an 

salutation (in italics): To the Editor: experience in compulsive involvement. 

ending (also in italics): Mr .. Johrt J; John, Slaton, In the intermediate grades, we explore our country from past, 
Minn. to present, to projected future; we extend to the world about us 

The letters-to-the~editor assignment was evaluated in several 
ways and consider 7d. a successful learning--e.xperience. Paragraphs 
were generally unified and well organized. Thesis statements 
w7re :peci~ic. This was considered an outcome not only of speci
f1c_d1rect1ons but of the student writers' sense of a particular 
au~1ence: More than a third of the· letters were subsequently 
printed ~n newspapers. Thus, another judgment of the writing 
was obtained, and perhaps more important, the students gained a I 
new awareness of a news medium which was receptive to their ideas. 
!he.practical result of this assignment was an impcrtant factor r 
rn 1~s success. Each student wrote knowing his letter might be 
published: He ~oli:hed his work. He took his position seriously 
and_exerc1sed his right as a citizen to express his opinion. The 
assignment focused upon the learning experience of the students 
and as such is certainly one that they won't forget. ' 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

_This column welcomes contributions that involve the e.xchange 
of ideas. Such_an exchange is particularly necessary now, as we 
abandon old scripts to take up new ones that call for teachers to 
move back out of the lights coming up on students hus.y learning 
down front and center. • 
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in the sru.ne manner. We embark upon a study of people and their 
gifts, their faults, and their potential; but, we explore through 
time and space which are hard to comprehend even as adults. Ex
ploring, even, under the guise of another child's name, as we do 
in many types of books, is often not enough to bridge miles and 
years. Helen Griffiths offers another vehicle--a horse. Our 
children know horses. They know them from farms, from stables, 
from books, and from T. V. With the rich imagination of a child 
it is easy to feel empathy for an animal--for the urge to be free. 
Somehow it is easy to become involved, to travel through space and 
time, to be La Bruja, witch of the South American pampas. 

La Bruja, the witch! What an appealing name! What child does 
not like to wash a word around in his mouth that does not crop up 
in our everyday language? The Wild Heart is full of foreign or 
English words new or unusual tocni"r intermediate graders. There is 
challenge here for every reader. There is challenge for the read
ing teacher, too, for the book is full of the techniques of 1i tera
ture. A great deal of foreshadowing is employed as La Bruja is 
introduced, grows from filly to witch of the pampas, thwarts the 

' half-savage men she· encounters, and ultimately reaches the point 
of compromise. 

This is a story of trusting, wild animals encountering·man and 
man's brutality for the first time with disastrous results as evi
denced by some species in our own country. There are savage and 
half-savage peoples, reminders of our own past civilizations. 
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